
Appendix: Inventory of the Harold Washington Research 
Project Archive 

This archive was donated by the author to the Vivian G. Harsh Research Collection of 
Afro-American History and Literature, Carter G. Woodson Regional Library, Chicago 
Public Library. 

UIUC LECTURE SERIES 1982-1983 (2 boxes) 
1. promotional material 
2. videotapes of all eight lectures 
3. photos 

MASS MEDIA (20 boxes) 
1. daily clipping file 
2. book of clips on the primary 
3. book of clips on the general election 
4. book of clips from the radical press 

CAMPAIGN (6 boxes) 
1. documents from each mayoral candidate's organization 
2. organizations in the campaign 
3. issues and policy papers 
4. election data 
5. interviews 

CONFERENCE (1 box) 
1. conference newspaper 
2. audio tapes 
3. proceedings (unpublished book) 
4. photos 

ANAL YSIS (1 box) 
1. book by TCB 
2. four articles 
3. draft report to Washington Mayoral Transition Te<;l.m 
4. debate 
5. bibliography (published book) 
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Introduction 

This article is about how to do Black Studies research according to the ethos and style 
proposed by the founders of Black Studies.2 These activist intellectuals were organized 
as a social movement. Their fundamental ideas are rooted in the relationship between 
research and advocacy, doing research with the intention of creating knowledge for the 
purpose of social change. Black Studies was created as an intellectual front of 
scholarship to advance the Black Liberation Movement. This is in the great American 
tradition of using scholarship for social change. The main example of this is the 1862 
Morrill Act, by which Congress created a network of public universities in every state to 
beat back poverty and starvation by investing into academic institutions around 
agriculture and industry to advance this public agenda. 3 

The academic discipline of Black Studies was established to use scholarship to beat back 
a racist architecture of knowledge and a racist system of national oppression against 
African Americans. In every society there is always a tie between science and politics, 
and in the case of Black Studies this experience expands democracy. 

The case we are using to analyze in this article is research carried out on the Harold 
Washington campaign and the experience of the first Black mayor of Chicago from his 
campaign in 1983 through his death in office during his second term in 1987. This 
research was carried out by a scholar-activist collective called People College, working 
in a Black Studies academic organization called the Illinois Council for Black Studies, a 
statewide affiliate of the National Council for Black Studies. The main base for this 
activity was the Black Studies program at the University of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign. Our concern is to examine this project to develop a framework for a general 
Black Studies method. This is critical as we inherit the contradictions of knowledge 
production resulting from all academic disciplines, those pointed out by C. P. Snow in his 
critique of two cultures on campus (quantitative vs. qualitative, science vs. humanities, 
etc.) as well as racism, class-based elitism, and male supremacy.4 

2 Key texts to consult on this point are Annstead Robinson, et. aI., ed., Black Studies in the University 
(1969), John Blassingame, ed., New Perspectives on Black Studies (1971), James Turner, ed., The Next 
Decade: Theoretical and Research Issues in Ajl-icana Studies (1984), Perry Hall, In the Vineyard: Working 
in African American Studies (1999), and Fabio Rojas, From Black Power to Black Studies (2007). 
3 It must be stated that it wasn't until the second Morrill Act of 1890 that this was extended to Black 
people, though in segregated institutions. 
4 C. P. Snow, The Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolution and The Two Cultures and a Second Look 
(1959,1964) 
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Figure 1. The author with Harold Washington, Elaine Copeland and one addit!onal University of Illinois 
faculty or staff member at a reception after Washington spoke on the ChampaIgn campus on September 1, 
1982, from the author's private collection. 

Our approach in this essay has two parts. The first step will b~ to review tl:e hist~rical 
precedents and origin of the Black Studies move~1ent. Black 111t~llectu~1 hIstOry IS the 
foundation for the current state of Black Studies. We have a solId footmg among those 
who have preceded us. The key issue is to learn ~r?m their. ex~erie~1ce, how the~ worked 
the unity of theory and practice, research and actiVIsm. ThI~ hIstOrIcal survey.wIlI serve 
as an introduction to the research project and its representatIOn of methodologIcal 
procedures and principles. This project will be analyzed in tern1S of five basic questions: 

1. How was the research problem defined? 
2. How was the data collected? 
3. Was the community voice taken into consideration? 
4. What did we find out? 
5. Where can all of this information be found? 

As will be demonstrated, this research project is moving into a new ~hase as it is being 
established as a formal archive at the Vivian Harsh Research CollectIOn at the Carter G. 
Woodson Regional Library, a regional center of the Chicago Public Library system. ~he 
main purpose for this article is to provide a guide to the research metho? that led to t?IS 
archival collection in hopes of providing a model for how such work mIght be done 111 the 

future. 

5 See Chapter I, Alkalimat and Associates, Introduction to Ajl-o-American S~udies (1973, 1986) 
http://eblackstudies.org/intro/. Also see Karenga, Introduction to Black Studies (1 ~93), Gates and McKay, 
Norton Anthology of Aji'ican American Literature (2004), Asante and Abarry, Afncan Intellectual. 
Heritage: A Book of Sources (1996), and Marable and Mullings, Let Nobody Turn Us Around: VOices of 
Resistance, Reform, and Renewal (2000). 
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Historical background 

The Dialectic: DuBois, Frazier, and Fanon 

There are two poles of power in our African American intellectual tradition. On the one 
hand, we have the continuity and transformation over time of the culture and 
consciousness of traditional Africa from which the African Americans were stolen. On 
the other hand, we have the active combat to acculturate (if not assimilate) into the 
mainstream of social contexts in North America. This has been discussed as nationalism 
versus integration, as if they were mutually exclusive rather than a dialectical unity. In 
fact they are two poles of power forming a dialectical unity of consciousness and culture 
within African American people. People are not one or the other. People are both. This 
is a version of a famous thought on the dialectics of Afro-American identity by Du Bois, 
written when he was a young man in Souls of Black Folk (1903): 

One ever feels his two-ness, -an American, a Negro, two souls, two thoughts, 
two unreconciled strivings, two warring ideals in one dark body whose dogged 
strength alone keeps it from being tom asunder .... The history ofthe American 
Negro is the history of this strife, -this longing to attain self-consciousness 
manhood, to merge his double self into a better and an truer self. In this merger 
he wished neither of the older selves to be lost. 6 

More than 30 years after writing the above, DuBois was immersed in the study of Black 
history and had to confront a massive architecture of racism in what passed as 
knowledge. His masterpiece of methodological critique is the appendix to Black 
Reconstruction (1935)7 entitled "The Propaganda of History." He was fighting back 
against a history based on the "unsupported evidence of men who hated and despised 
Negroes and regarded it as loyalty to blood, patriotism to count!?', and filial tribute to the 
fathers to lie, steal or kill in order to discredit these Black folk." He is clear and precise 
on this point: "We shall never have a science of history until we have in our colleges men 
who regard the truth as more important than the defense of the white people, and who 
will not deliberately encourage students to gather thesis material in order to support a 
prejudice or buttress a lie.,,9 

The other side of the dialectic, meaning criticism of Black people, was no where better 
stated than in a 1962 article by E. Franklin Frazier in Negro Digest, "The Failure of the 
Negro Intellectual." His basic concern was what he perceived as the dangers of 
unintended consequences of integration, and the submission of what he then called the 
Negro intellectual to mainstream ideas: 

6 See as ebook, http://www.yale.edu/lawweb/avalon/treatise/dubois/duboisOl.htm (p. 3). 
7 W.E.B. DuBois, Black Reconstruction in America (1935). 
8 Ibid., p. 725. 
9 Ibid. 
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They have failed to study the problems of Negro life in America in a manner 
which would place the fate of the Negro in the broad framework of man's 
experience in this world. They have engaged in petty defenses of the Negro's 
social failures. But more often they have been so imbued with the prospect of 
integration and eventual assimilation that they have thought that they could prove 
themselves true Americans by not studying the Negro. 10 

He is unequivocally focused on the wisdom encoded in the cultu~e and ~onsciousness 
within the Black experience, hence providing knowledge and phIlosophIcal resources 

within the Black experience: 

The philosophy implicit in the folklore of the Negro folk is infinitely superi~r in 
wisdom and intellectual candor to the empty repetition of platitudes concermng 
brotherly love and human dignity of Negro intellectuals who are tyrants within the 
Negro world and never had a thought in their lives. I I 

Frazier was aware that African intellectuals after World War II were focused on freedom 
from colonialism and united behind an anticolonial ideology of African Nationalism (e.g., 
the names of several organizations reflects this: African National Congress, Zimbabwe 
African National Union, and the Tanzanian African NationalUnion). He applauds that 
"[a]ll African intellectuals begin with the fact of the colonial,~xperienc~ oft~e 
African.,,12 He laments that the so-called Negro intellectual never begms WIth the 
fundamental fact of what slavery has done to the Negro or the group which is called 

. h U . d S t ,,13 Negroes m t e mte ta es. 

Thus stated by Frazier, this position was considered necessary but insufficient in the 
dialectical analysis by Frantz Fanon in his major work, The Wretched of the Earth (1961). 
He stated "It is around people's struggles that African-Negro culture takes on substance, 
and not a;ound songs, poems or folklore.,,14 However, this is the result of a three-staged 

process: . . . . 
1. The assimilation phase: "In the first phase, the natIve mtellectual gIves proof that 

he has assimilated the culture of the occupying power.,,15 This is the meaning of 
the DuBois critique of mainstream scholarship mentioned abov~ .. ~e was pro:,ing 
his mastery of mainstream scholarship, and using that skill to cntIcize the raCIsm 

parading as scholarship. . . . 
2. The nationalist phase: "In the second phase we find the natIve IS dIsturbed; he 

decides to remember who he is." This is Frazier's point to learn from one's own 
cultural traditions. This is a universal response to racism, because if the society 
force~ Black people to recognize that "you aren't white" then there is no other 

10 E. Franklin Frazier, On Race Relations, G. Franklin Edwards, ed., (1968), p. 274. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid., p. 274. 
13 Ibid., p. 272. 
14 Fanon, op. cit., p. 189. 
15 Ibid., p. 179. 
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choice but to embrace your own community and find culture and knowledge 
there. 16 

3. The fighting phase: "Finally in the third phase, which is called the fighting phase, 
the native, after having tried to lose himself in the people and with the people, 
will on the contrary shake the people." This is the historical inevitability that 
problems won't go away unless there is struggle. In fact all of these three stances 
are found in the lives of DuBois, Frazier, and Fanon. 

Fanon has summed up a dialectical journey and three faces of identity for the scholar
activist in Black studies. They end up being simultaneous even if they initially develop 
sequentially. This proved prophetic as later in the ·1960s Black Studies was born starting 
off another cycle of scholar activism. These three dynamic postures appeared in the 
curriculum of Black Studies as alternative intellectual foci in Black Studies courses: 17 

1. Theoretical review of the literature 
a. Critique of mainstream work 
b. Review of radical thought 
c. Black intellectual history 

2. Summation of practical experience 
a. empirical data analysis 
b. policy and contemporary issues 
c. Black liberation movement 

The point here is to be inclusive and not partial in our approach, as Black Studies is a big
tent project with lots of diversity under its coverage. It is critical to include perspectives 
from the mainstream and the left, as well as the full diversity of Black intellectual history. 
We have to be inclusive and not approach this tradition in terms of cherry picking our 
favorites, or only including one ideological tendency or school of thought. 

Of course, the African American intellectual tradition has always been anchored in 
academic excellence and social responsibility, scholarship and activism. DuBois is the 
preeminent case of this, but also the Howard faculty radicals of the 1940s, the artists of 
the Harlem and Chicago Renaissances, and professionals of all stripes who provided the 
middle-class leadership of the Civil Rights Movement for most of the 20th century. 18 We 
are focusing on the three key aspects of Black intellectual development, then: 

1. academic excellence in the mainstream 
2. being grounded in Black culture and consciousness 

16 It is also important to take the full complexity ofFanon's analysis as he also states, "The native 
intellectual who comes back to his people by way of cultural achievements behaves in fact like a 
foreigner." This point is made by Fei Hsiao Tung in Toward a Peoples Anthropology (1981) and by Carter 
G Woodson in Mis-Education o/the Negro (1933). 
17 . Ron Bailey and I summed this up in "Black Studies Curriculum in the 1980s," in The Black Scholar, 
vol. 15, no. 2 (March 1984), pp. 18-31. 
18 Francille Ruscan Wilson, The Segregated Scholars (2006), Jonathan Scott Holloway and Ben Keppel, 
Black Scholars on the Line (2007), and William Banks, Black Intellectuals (1996). 
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3. using scholarship in the fight for social justice 

So far we have argued that a paradigmatic dialectic is defined by this reading of DuBois, 
Frazier, and Fanon. At the heart of this is the unity of theory (about the Black 
experience) and practice (some form of activism for social justice). The following 
deepens our documentation of this tradition in the areas of humanities, social sciences, 
and.the library. 

Humanities 

Two excellent examples of this tradition come from two mid-20th century novelists, 
Richard Wright and Margaret Walker. The major novel by Richard Wright is Native Son 
(1940), the story of a Black man, Bigger Thomas, who is eventually convicted of murder. 
Wright explains "How Bigger was born" in a 1940 essay for Saturday Review. 19 He 
describes his data gathering within the community that resulted in a synthesis of five 
different people who together helped him understand the depths of the Black man, both 
the outsider and the rebel: 

1. The one always ready to fight; 
2. The one always hard on whites; 
3. The "Bad Nigger"; 
4. The "Crazy Nigger"; and 
5. Somebody they leave alone he's so bad. 

Each one is a vector of resistance that spontaneously springs from the Black man's 
consciousness as natural and rational responses to the racist legacy of slavery. Yet, his 
vision could only take Bigger to an inevitable death without self-consciousness or 
transformation. Max, the left-wing attorney, reflects on Bigger to provide the moral of 
the story. However, Bigger's generation gave birth to the generation that ~roduced the 
militancy of groups like SNCC and the Black Panther Party in the 1960s.

2 

In this essay Wright explains how the idea came to him for the synthesis. He was reading 
how Lenin and Gorky were walking down a street in London and looked and said that is 
their Big Ben, that is their stuff. He was describing an alienated disrespectful putdown of 
and disaffiliation from the symbols of the ruling class. Then he writes, "That's the 
Bigger Thomas reaction.,,21 He wrote about Bigger Thomas because Bigger was the 
sleeping soldier who had to wake up from all of his forms of spontaneous reaction to 
oppression to become the base of the Black liberation struggle. Wright was an activist
artist his entire life. The titles of some of his last works suggest this: Black Power (1954) 
and White Man Listen (1957). 

19 Reprinted in Black Voices, edited by Abraham Chapman (1968), pp. 538-563 . 
20 Wright's militancy was a birthmark of those just being born. Most of the Panthers were born around thIS 
time: Seale in 1936, Newton in 1942, Hampton in 1948, and Mumia Abu Jamal in 1954. 
21 p. 547. 
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Margaret Walker's major novel is Jubilee (1966). Her essay, "How I Wrote Jubilee,,,22 is 
a study in how one's life and scholarship can be consciously and unconsciously 
combined. She works the experience of four generations in telling how learning her craft 
as a writer was driven by her absolute need to tell this story that reflects her identity, her 
family, her people in struggle over generations, and a need to grapple with the human 
condition. She was immersed in the particularity while being guided by her search for 
the universal values of all great literature. Walker works with the folk culture-freedom 
struggle dialectic in a way to suggest she understands the Fanon synthesis discussed 
above: 

I always intended Jubilee to be a folk novel based on folk material: folk sayings, 
folk belief, and folkways. As early as 1948 I was conceiving the story in terms of 
this folklore. I also wanted the book to be realistic and humanistic. I intended 
this twin standard to prevail, and I wanted as well to press the leit-motif of the 
bible analogy of Hebrews in Egypt with Black folk in America. I had always 
known that Negro slaves prayed for a Moses to deliver them from Pharaoh. For 
instance, Brother Ezekiel is in the tradition of the slave preacher who was 
conductor on the Underground Railroad, who preached of our deliverance through 
a God-sent Moses, and who also served as a spy in the Union Army, doing all he 
could toward gaining our freedom. (p. 25) 

Margaret Walker became an activist in the Black Studies Movement when she founded 
the Center for Black Culture at Jackson State University in Jackson, Mississippi?3 The 
passion she exhibited in this position was called for in her award-winning collection of 
poems, For My People (1942): 

Let a new earth rise. 

Let another world be born. 

Let a bloody peace be written in the sky. 

Let a second generation full of courage issue forth; 

Let a people loving freedom come to growth. 

Let a beauty full of healing and a strength of final clenching be the pulsing 
in our spirits and our blood. 

Let the martial songs be written, let the dirges disappear. 

Let a race of men now rise and take control. 

22 Margaret Walker, "How I wrote Jubilee" (1972). 
23 Maryemma Graham, Conversations with Margaret Walker (2002). 
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Social sciences 

In the social sciences there have been great institutional examples of this intellectual 
activist tradition. The table indicates three examples of key figures, educated in 
mainstream institutions at the highest level to the Ph.D. or professional degree, who then 
worked in a Black college context, and also were active in applying their knowledge from 
research in the fight for social justice. 

Mainstream education Faculty position in HBCU Activist affiliation 

WE B. DuBois 
National Assocation for the 

Harvard University Atlanta University Advancement of Colored 
(1868-1963)24 

People (NAACP) 

John P. Davis 
Harvard University Howard University National Negro Congress 

(1905-1973)25 

Charles Johnson 
University of Chicago Fisk University National Urban League 

(1893-1956)26 

Table 1. Three activist social scientists. 

DuBois began his annual Atlanta Conferences in 1896. He became the preeminent social 
scientist of his generation, and was at the cutting edge in devoting his skills to the cause 
of social equality and justice for all. In 1909 he helped found the NAACP, and worked 
there as Director of Research and Publication. Davis was a brilliant Harvard-trained 
lawyer. While a faculty member at Howard University he was a leader in the Joint 
Committee for Recovery that led to his national leadership in the National Negro 
Congress (1935-1942). Johnson, while a graduate student at the University of Chicago, 
was the author of the report The Negro in Chicago: A Study of Race Relations and a Race 
Riot in 1919. He then worked as the National Research Director of the Urban League 
(1921-1928) before joining the faculty of Fisk University where he ended his career as 
President (1928-1956). These scholar-activists made their journey and their mark by 
being both committed to the rigors of social science methods and the advocacy for social 
justice on behalf of the African American community. 

One of the best examples is the often-overlooked case of scholar-activist St. Claire 
Drake. After Drake earned his Ph.D. from the University of Chicago (1948), he worked 
at the University of Ghana (1958-1961) and Dillard University, an HBCU in New 
Orleans. He was always active in loca'lnational and international struggles, spanning his 
local neighborhood to international issues facing the African continent. But even with all 
of this, for our purpose his research experience can teach us more. He was mentored by 

24 David Lewis, WEB DuBois (biography in 2 vols., 1997,2001). 
25 The John P. Davis Collection, http;1166.116.216.7/about1.html 
26 Richard Robbins, Sidelines Activist: Charles S. Johnson and the Struggle/or Civil Rights (1996). 
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Allison Davis, an English professor turned anthropologist. Davis had studied under the 
British/Polish scholar Bronislaw Malinowski at the London School of Economics. 
Malinowski innovated the field of social ethnography with his studies on the Trobriand 
Islands. He believed that there were special insights to be gained from researching from 
within one's own culture. Drake was recruited to work with Davis on a study in 
Mississippi later published as Deep South (1941). While Davis was more comfortable in 
Black middle-class society Drake gathered the data from a working-class Black cultural 
setting by totally immersing himself into that context in order to become a member of it. 

Here is how Drake explains why he accepted the invitation from Davis: 

I had many reasons for accepting the offer, but high on my list was a 
desire to get some first-hand contact with the area that was so much in the 
news because of Scottsboro, Huey Long, sharecropper rebellions, Klan 
outrages, and the fact that the Communists spoke of it as the locale of a 
"Black Nation" that was justified in struggling for "self-determination.,,27 

After this experience, Drake then joined another project by following Davis to the 
University of Chicago where the general director of the "Deep South study, W. Lloyd 
Warner, was working with Horace Cayton (a student of Robert Park) on a study to 
contrast with the Deep South findings that was eventually published as Black Metropolis 
(1945). Once again, Drake dived into the heart of the Black community and gathered the 
data from Black churches and deep social life. He went deep into the community to 
gather his research knowledge. 

He sums up what Davis reported as the baseline questions for a career as a Black scholar: 

1. "make some contribution to the general theoretical work in a discipline; 
2. decide upon some aspect of the social structure in which to become an expert at 

the empirical level; [and] 
3. select a problem that contributed to 'racial advancement' as they used to call it. 

Today we call it Black liberation." 

His father was a Garveyite, and that helps explains his activism. He was an early Pan
Africanist, and went to work for the new government of Ghana to establish the first 
SoCiology Department at the University of Ghana. Later in his career he was called to 
establish the first Black Studies Program at Stanford University. When asked why he 
didn't write another Black Metropolis, he said, "[G]ive me another WPA and I might be 
able to do it!" He did not have another WP A, but Black Studies put him in touch with a 
generation of young scholars who continue today to carry on the work. 

27 Drake, "Reflection on Anthropology and the Black Experience," The Black Scholar. 
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The library 

And finally the Black intellectual tradition has been under the stewardship of the 
librarians and archivists, who by collecting and preserving the texts were able to actually 
construct the material base of the tradition. The main icon of this role is Arturo Alfonso 
Schomburg,28 after whom the major Black experience library collection of the New York 
Public Library is named. He pioneered the field of the Black archival collection in the 
20th century at both Fisk University and the New York Public Library. 

Schomburg's manifesto is his 1925 essay, "The Negro Digs Up His Past.,,29 This is his 
philosophy of the Black archive as articulated in the first paragraph of this essay: 

The American Negro must remake his past in order to make his future. Though it 
is orthodox to think of America as the one country where it is unnecessary to have 
a past, what is a luxury for the nation as a whole becomes a prime social necessity 
for the Negro. For him, a group tradition must supply compensation for 
persecution, and pride of race the antidote for prejudice. History must restore 
what slavery took away, for it is the social damage of slavery that the present 
generations must repair and offset. So among the rising democratic millions we 
find the Negro thinking more collectively, more retrospectively than the rest, and 
apt out of the very pressure of the present to become the most enthusiastic 
antiquarian of them all. (http://etext. virginia.edu/harlemlSchN egrF .html) 

This social mission has been the driving philosophy of the institution named after its 
founder. It has been a stable institution in Harlem, and justifiably claims the position as 
the leading intellectual institution in the African American community. Each one of 
these librarians was successful to the extent that they were able to be a hub for the 
linkage of the national Black intelligentsia and scholars with the activism of the Harlem 
community and the movements that they embraced. 

Tenure as director Duration 

Arturo Schomburg 1932-1938 7 years 

Lawrence Reddick 1939-1948 10 years 

Jean Hutson 1948-1972 25 years 

Howard Dodson 1984-present 25 years 

Table 2. Directors of the Schomburg Center for Research on Black Culture. 

Of course, around the country there were many other hubs of Black archival 
development, especially seen in light of the role of a leading librarian. Key ones include 

28 Elinor DesVemey Sinnette, Arthur Alfonso Schomburg: Black Bibliophile & Collector (1989). 
29 Reprinted in Anthology of American Negro Literature (1929), pp. 299-308. 
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the following: Arna Bontemps at Fisk, Vivian Harsh in the Chicago Public Library, and 
Dorothy Porter at Howard (1929-1973). In addition, there is a great tradition of 
bibliography building. This includes W.E.B. DuBois' A Select Bibliography of the Negro 
American (1905), Monroe Work's Bibliography of the Negro in Africa and America 
(1928), Woodson's The African Background Outlined, (1936) and Dorothy Porter's The 
Negro in the United States (1970), as well as annual lists of publications in many 
periodicals and yearbooks. 

The context for all of this was a popular-community-based culture of memory, history, 
and scholarship that included Woodson's Association for the Study of Negro Life and 
History including Negro History Week (now Black History Month), The Crisis Magazine 
founded by DuBois, newspaper columns written by 1. A. Rogers, and Black bookstores in 
major urban areas like the National Memorial African, Frederick Douglass, and 
Liberation bookstores in Harlem, Ellis' Book Store in Chicago, Marcus Books in San 
Francisco, the Aquarian and the Hugh Gordon book shops in Los Angeles, Vaughn's 
Bookstore in Detroit, and (within the early stages of the Black Studies Movement and co
founded by the author) Timbuktu and 21 st Century Books in Nashville, Atlanta, Riverside 
(CA), and Chicago. The publishing of Black newspapers was critical as well as 
magazines from Johnson Publishing Company, especIally its books (represented over the 
years by Basil Philips), Negro Digest/Black World (edited by Hoyt Fuller), Jet (edited by 
Robert Johnson) and Ebony (notably the essays by Senior Editor Lerone Bennett). 

We have extended our argument. First, we covered the DuBois-Frazier-Fanon dialectic 
of identity. Now, second, we established the centrality of the unity of theory and 
practice, and we have discussed this specifically in terms of the humanities, social 
sciences, the library, and the community. Black Studies took a leap in the 1960s only 
because the long process over the entire 20th century and before had paved the way and 
established standards of academic excellence and social responsibility. This is the 
tradition that we stand on. 

Black studies tradition reborn in the 1960s 

One of the reasons we know this is that it continued to be reproduced in the generation of 
scholar activists who created Black Studies in the 1960s. This was a generation that got 
its political baptism in Black Power, Black Art, and the Global chorus of Malcolm X, 
Che, Lumumba, and the cry of Uhuru!3o Our recent reports on Black Studies, especially 
in the states of New York3

! and California/2 clearly demonstrate that Black Studies 
emerged out of protest, and remains close to the tradition of research and advocacy with a 
focus on social change. 

30 This is the general thrust of an anthology I edited called Paradigms in Black Studies: Intellectual History, 
Cultural Meaning, and Political Ideology (1990) containing essays by Robert Harris, Houston Baker, 
Amiri Baraka, Cornel West, Manning Marable, and Abdul Alkalimat. 
31 http://eblackstudies.org/ny/alka1imat-new-york-complete.pdf 
32 http://eb lackstudies. orgl cal complete. pdf 
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A key example is the case of Walter Rodney.33 He earned a Ph.D. in London at SOAS, 
and went on to teach in Jamaica, the USA, and Tanzania. At the end of his life he was an 
activist with the Working Peoples Alliance because government reactionaries refused to 
allow him to accept an offer from the University of Guyana for a position on the faculty. 
He wrote the signal work of his generation on Africa, How Europe Underdeveloped 
Africa (1972). He was an active participant in ideological debates throughout the Pan
African world, from Rastafarians in Jamaica, to theoretical debates on imperialism and 
class struggle at the University of Dar es Salaam, to the 6th Pan-African Congress. 

The practical activity of what we have described as the Black intellectual tradition has 
been for social justice based in the Black community. This has been the result of both 
segregation and racism (forcing people out of the mainstream) as well as by choice to 
work within the community (and by so doing merge personal politics and one's 
scholarship). In the 1940s Malinowski had argued this point. In the 1960s Black 
scholars made a frontal assault on the establishment and argued the vantage point of a 
Black perspective. This prompted the insider-outsider debate. Robert Merton led the 
charged against particularity (e.g., a Black perspective) in the name of the universal 
methods and aims of social science.34 William Wilson took up the challenge and agreed 
with Merton, but responded: 

The real challenge of contemporary Black sociologists is to continue the 
tradition of critical thinking and scholarship provided by the older 
generation of Black sociologists. The classical works of E Franklin 
Frazier, Charles S Johnson, WEB DuBois, Oliver Cromwell Cox, St 
Clair Drake, and Horace Cayton played a significant role in shaping the 
field ofrace relations. None of these scholars were detached observers, 
but their work reflected a commitment to autonomous standards of 
scholarship even though their orientations were undoubtedly influenced by 
their experience as Black Americans.35 

This brings us back to the DuBois-Frazier-Fanon dialectic. Wilson stresses that science 
comes first always, but there is value added to a Black perspective. He also engages with 
the critique that it must be connected to a motion toward social change, social justice. 
The discussion continues. 

Anyone of these three out of balance will bring negative value. Being from and in the 
Black community where one is doing research has strengths and weaknesses. This is 
why in Black Studies it is necessary to have a sustained focus on methodology. For 

33 Rodney, How Europe Underdeveloped Africa (1972); Rodney, Walter Rodney Speaks (1990); Rodney, 
People's Power, No Dictator and The Struggle Goes On: Two Moving Speeches (1981); Eusi Kwayana, 
Walter Rodney (1988); Rupert Lewis, Walter Rodney 1968 Revisited (1998). 
34 Robert Merton, "Insiders and Outsiders: A Chapter in the Sociology of Knowledge," American Journal 
of Sociology (July 1972). 
35 Blackwell and Janowitz, Black Sociologists: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives (1974), pp. 334-
335. 
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Black Studies (and for all fields) this includes a unified library policy, curriculum 
development policy, and criteria for a sustainable research program. 

The Harold Washington Research Project 

Our focus is now on how this Black intellectual tradition is the foundation for the study 
we carried out on the campaign of Harold Washington to become the first African 
American mayor of Chicago. As indicated above we will be approaching this in terms of 
five specific questions. 

Defining the research problem 

In some sense the autobiography of a research project has to get personal as the thinking 
of the lead researcher directly impacts the research process. So for me this has to go back 
to early socialization in the Chicago Cabrini public housing projects where I was born.36 

I published a critical review of the literature while a graduate student at the University of 
Chicago, "The Political Sociology of the Negro" (1967).37 The main thread of my 
research work (and activism) was on the political struggles of the Freedom Movement 
with regard to public edu~ation (1966,38 1967,39 and 19684°). Further on, the cry of Black 
Power emerged in 1966 as the battle cry of SNCC militants in Mississippi. I followed 
Lawrence Landry as the Chicago Chairperson of CAF-SNCC-hence Black Power was 
in my ideological consciousness. Later, after teaching at Fisk University and Spellman 
College, I returned to the University of Illinois, first in Chicago, then as head of the 
program in Urbana-Champaign. It is in this context that the research project was actually 
launched. (And now 25 years later I am back at the University of Illinois, writing this 
article to introduce the archives ofthe research project). 

There were two main approaches to sharpening a focus on the study of Black Power in 
Chicago, especially since the long reign of the mayoral administration of Richard Daley 
had ended with his death in 1976 and the demographic transition toward a Black Latino 
majority was driving wild speculations about Black Power. 

1. Listen to the people 
2. Read the scholars 

The African American Studies and Research Program at the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign organized a year-long program of speakers on the topic "Chicago: 
The Crisis of Leadership in the 1980's." We choose to organize it around talks by the top 

36 "The Chicago Public Housing Experience," in When Public Housing was Paradise: Building Community 
in Chicago, edited by James Fuerst (2004). 
37 The Political Sociology of the Negro," (1967). 
38 "Freedom Day II in Chicago," Integrated Education, vol. 2, no. 4 (August/September 1966), pp. 34-43 
(with Rivera and Lillenstein). 
39 "Sub-community Gladiatorial Competition as a Competitive Process," Social Forces, vol. 46 (September 
1967), pp. 8-21. 
40 The Politics of School Desegregation, with Crain, Inger, and Vanecko (1968). 
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Black leaders covering all aspects of community life. The table shows the individuals we 
recruited to give lectures. 

Topic Speaker Position Date 

Politics Harold Washington 
Member of the US House of Representatives, 

September 1, 1982 
First District, Illinois 

Culture Margaret Burroughs 
Poet; Painter; Founder and Director, DuSable 

October 6, 1982 
Museum of African American History 

Business Dempsey Travis 
Realtor; Author, An Autobiography of Black 

November 3, 1982 
Chicago 

Activist, Southern Christian Leadership 
Religion Albert Sampson Conference (SCLC); Pastor, Fernwood United December 1, 1982 

Methodist Church 

Law Lawrence Kennon 
Attorney; Vice President, Cook County Bar 

February 2, 1983 
Association 

Library Amanda Rudd Commissioner, Chicago Public Library March 2, 1983 

Education Manford Byrd 
Deputy Superintendent, 

April 6, 1983 
Chicago Public Schools 

Community Robert Lucas 
Executive Director, Kenwood oakland 

May 4,1983 
Community Organization (KOCO) 

Table 3. The Chicago Leadership Lecture Series at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 

One of the main finds of the series was that Black people were already running the city at 
the highest levels. There was beginning to be a sense in the Black community that "our 
time has come." Sections of the Black middle class had been second-class citizens within 
the machine while the masses of Black people had been crammed into housing projects 
and out of those good industrial jobs that had drawn their relatives to Chicago. We had 
the power (politics, economics, culture, religion, and community) but were not getting the 
services that we needed (education, library, and law).41 

The basic purpose was laid out in the lecture series brochure and clearly focused on the 
unity of theory and practice: 

The Afro-American Studies and Research Program at the University of 
Illinois, as an academic program, is committed to the dual values of 
academic excellence and social responsibility. It is precisely this type of 

41 See Devereux Bowly, The Poorhouse: Subsidized Housing in Chicago 1895-1976 (1978); Sudhir 
Venkatesh, American Project: The Rise and Fall of a Modern Ghetto (2000); Anderson and Pickering, 
Confronting the Color Line: The Broken Promise of the Civil Rights Movement in Chicago (1986); Mary 
Pattillo, Black on the Block: The Politics of Race and Class in the City (2007); Squires et aI., Chicago: 
Race, Class, and the Response to Urban Decline (1987); and Michelle R. Boyd, Jim Crow Nostalgia: 
Reconstructing Race in Bronzeville (2008). 
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leadership series that provides the opportunity to combine research into 
the experience of Chicago, so that we might better understand it, with the 
social preparation for new leadership to enter into the experience of 
Chicago in a critical and responsible manner. Weare consciously 
contributing to the major leadership of Chicago for the 1990's. 

There had been a popular movement for a Black mayor, and at the top of most lists was 
Harold Washington. 

The Chicago Reporter survey AIM Magazine survey 
Community vote organized by 
Chicago Black United 

(August 1980) (Summer 1981) 
Communities (May 1982) 

1. Harold Washington 1. Cecil Partee 1. Harold Washington 
2. Roland Burris 2. Harold Washington 2. Lu Palmer 
3. Richard Newhouse 3. Roland Burris 3. Danny Davis 
4. Wilson Frost 4. Jesse Jackson 4. Roland Burris 
5 Cecil Partee 5 Richard Newhouse 5. Jesse Jackson 
6. Warren Bacon 6. Wilson Frost 6. Lenora Cartwright 
7. Clifford Kelley 7. Tom Todd 7. Renault Robinson 
8. Earl Neal 8. Clifford Kelley 8. Anna Lightfoot 
9. Kenneth Smith 9. Manford Byrd 9. Manford Byrd 
10. Jesse Jackson/Clark Burrus 10. Danny Davis 10. Margaret Burrouahs 

Table 4. Selection of a Black mayoral candidate: three citywide surveys 1980-1982.
42 

While he did not declare his candidacy, he discussed the issues and clearly stated the 
conditions that would lead to a Black mayor in Chicago. We got the conditions, and he 
got to be mayor of Chicago in 1983. 

We also had turned to the research literature. Our focus led to the gathering of three 
collections of articles and book chapters, each over 400 pages: 

1. Marxist theories of the state 
2. Black Politics in Chicago 
3. Black mayors 

Volume one was important because it led us to fundamental questions. The state 
(government) developed in history as the organization by which the ruling class controls 
and maintains order in society. It is the expression of class rule and is not a democratic 
rule by the majority. There is a debate over whether revolutionary activists (and here we 
were including ourselves, as the fight for Black liberation is a revolutionary struggle) 
should be in the capitalist state, and participate in its electoral campaigns-this continues 
to be a debate. The political economy of the state proves critical as it determines the 
nature of the state, regardless of who is administering the state. Revolutionary politicians 

42 From Alkalimat and Gills, Harold Washington and the Crisis of Black Power in Chicago, p. 39. 
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face one set of circumstances in times of peace and economic expansion, but quite 
another in times of war and economic contraction. One is about offense (fighting for a 
program) while the other is about defense (protecting the gains of the past). Either way it 
is the general advance of the struggle that is the main concern. 

Volume two focused on specific aspects of the Chicago experience. Focusing in on 
mayoral politics, the Bradley-Zald article43 pointed out that while the office was 
dominated by the commercial elite at the beginning, the emergence of ethnic politics 
moved the city into a machine of ward patronage maintained by the political 
administrative mayor. The history of Black politics goes hand in hand with the machine, 
representing a negotiated relationship between the mainstream and the Black 
community.44 The machine was bourgeois politics at its best, because everybody got 
what they could get but it was always only enough to keep them loyal to the machine. 
This was the trickle-down theory in action. The individuals who carried this out (e.g., 
Oscar Depriest, Edward Wright, Arthur Mitchell, William Dawson, George Collins, and 
Ralph Metcalfe) were each contributors by virtue of their personal actions. Strong 
individuals were necessary for leadership. We also looked at voting patterns and on that 
basis began to understand the kind of alliance necessary for a citywide electoral victory. 
With Black and Latino unity there still had to be a sector of the white community to join 
in the process.45 

Volume three focused on the election of Black mayors. We were particularly interested 
in the Black mayoral experiences in the following cities: Cleveland, Gary, Newark, 
Atlanta, Detroit, and Los Angeles. It began to be clear that the experiences and 
possibilities of the Black masses were pushing the politics but the Black middle class 
(especially the elite) stood the best chance of cashing in after a Black mayoral victory. A 
crisis precedes, the masses act, but only elites benefit. There have been some policy 
moves in the direction of a more democratic culture with less police killings, but little 
change in overall quality of life. 

Our research problem became clear: How was Black Power possible in Chicago and 
what difference will it make? More specifically in this context, the focus of the fight for 
Black Power meant campaigning to elect a Black mayor. This was not only our agenda 
for research, but the community voice was abuzz with the same discourse in preparation 
for mass mobilization in the electoral process. 

43 Bradley, Donald S., and Mayer Zald. "From Commercial Elite to Political Administrators ... Mayors of 
Chicago." American Journal of Sociology vol. 71 (September 1965), pp. 153-167. 
44 See Gosnell, Negro Politicians: The Rise of Negro Politics in Chicago (1935); James Q. Wilson, Negro 
Politics: The Search for Leadership (1960); Dempsey Travis, An Autobiography of Black Politics (1987) 
45 Dick Simpson, ed., Chicago's Future: An Agendafor Change (1976, 1980); Gove and Masotti, eds., 
After Daley: Chicago Politics in Transition (1982). 
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Data collection 

The very first step in our data collection was to capture the information flow though the 
print mass media. This has always been a source of data for social science research. We 
focused on all levels and kinds of this media: 

a. Campus (e.g., The Chicago Maroon - University of Chicago; The Daily 
Northwestern - Northwestern University) 

b. Community (e.g., The Hyde Park Herald, The Woodlawn Observer) 
c. Mainstream (e.g., The Chicago Tribune, The Chicago Sun-Times) 
d. Ethnic (e.g., The Chicago Defender, The Crusader, Muhammad Speaks) 
e. Movement (e.g., The All City Chicago News, The People's Tribune) 

The baseline for chronology was the daily press. We set up a key word/issue list to guide 
the clipping process. Virtually everything about the politics of the city, candidates, 
campaigns, key issues, key organizations and all forms of editorial opinion were 
collected. As indicated in the attached description of the archival holdings it is clear that 
we collected about 20 boxes of clips. Much of this work was structured around a daily 
division of labor. Subscriptions were set up and copies of each Chicago-based newspaper 
would arrive in Urbana, be sorted, and then clipped by· staff at the offices of the African 
American Studies and Research Program. The clips were· attached to 8 Yz x 11 pages and 
placed in a daily folder and filed. 

Additional community, campus, and movement newspapers were picked up by members 
of Peoples College either students (undergraduate and graduate), staff, or volunteers, as 
they moved through the spaces of political action. This process reflected a key principle 
in all research projects - "sticky fingers." This means that in the context of a movement 
or a campaign there is a spontaneous outpouring of information and in many cases the 
information has the shelf life of less than a week. Grabbing it when one can is essential, 
because what is plentiful today will be scarce tomorrow. This is grabbing by the handful 
and not picking up the pieces one at a time, fishing with a net and not merely a pole. 

Our team was inside and outside of the emerging campaign. 
a. community activists-a major reform organization on one of the key 

issues-housing 
b. campaign workers- several campaign workers at the grassroots level 
c. campus office out of town and in town- the center of the research project 

was at the University of Illinois in Urbana, while a secondary office run by 
Prof. Ronald Bailey was at Northwestern University in the Department for 
African American Studies. 

The main research scholar at this crucial spot on the research team was Doug Gills, now 
Professor at the University of Illinois at Chicago. He was full-time in the process (doing 
field work for his dissertation) and was the genius foot soldier in the process who gained 
access and kept his fingers "sticky." He continued his focus with subsequent research. 
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He was especially involved in both a focus on community as well as on Black-Latino 
unity through his collaboration with John Betancur.46 

Another key research task was the mining of empirical data from the state, especially 
demographic data, office holding and voting data, and the rules for the process of the 
campaigns and the elections. Next to the mass media the most comprehensive empirical 
data sets are government compilations. 

This kind of research program requires a research team, especially a combination of 
scholars and activists, the campus and the community. Our overall team consisted of 2 
faculty, 3 graduate students, 4 undergraduate assistants, and at least 10 community 
volunteers. Everyone worked for at least a few hours each week for 18 months. But one 
person was working on the project years before the team was pulled together. Research 
starts with one person, who comes out of a collective process, who then sets out to build a 
team. 

In addition to collecting paper, we set a plan to interview key respondents at several 
points in the process. 

Discussion 

The research team engaged in weekly debates and used the emergent and polemical 
questions to guide our hunt for data. Debate was in the air, whether on talk radio or on 
the city buses, in the barber shops or on the job, anywhere people gathered the debate 
took place. The fight for Black Power brings out the best and the worst in a community, 
its pent up frustrations, its visions of the future, its weariness after such a long and hard 
journey, and more.47 

Informal and even formal debates were held to contrast alternative viewpoints. A 
partiCUlarly important one, between myself and Slim Coleman, was published in the 
journal Forward Motion.48 I was chairperson of Peoples College and Coleman was the 
editor of the important community newspaper, The All City Chicago News. 

46 Douglas C. Gills and John Betancur, eds., The Collaborative City: Opportunities and Struggles for 
Blacks and Latinos in u.s. Cities, (2000, New York: Garland Press); and Douglas C. Gills and John J. 
Betancur, "Understanding Black/Latino Conflict and Concerns," in James Jennings, ed., Race and Politics 
in the United States: New Challenges and Responses for Black Activism, (1996, London and New York: 
Verso), pp. 83-100. 
47 See Penie1 Joseph, Waiting 'Til the Midnight Hour: A Narrative History of Black Power in America 
(2006); Peniel Joseph, ed., The Black Power Movement: Rethinking the Civil Rights - Black Power Era 
(2006); Judson Jeffries, ed., Black Power in the Belly of the Beast (2006); and Jeffrey O. G. Ogbar, Black 
Power: Radical Politics and African American Identity (2004). 
48 "The Movement and Harold Washington: Abdul Alkalimat and Slim Coleman," Forward Motion, Feb
March 1986, pp. 6-25. 
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The research team conducted open-ended interviews-discussions with key participants in 
all phases of the campaign and the social justice movements. These interviews 
contributed in three basic ways by providing: 

1. data on the biographical experiences of people in the campaign 
2. commentary on media issues and the flow of events and their interpretation; and 
3. responses to our tentative analyses as they developed. 

The interview situation was always a two-way street, as we needed to talk and our key 
respondents needed to talk as well. We were all "involved observers.,,49 We were both 
guided by our desires to have a good solid empirically based analysis after the campaign. 
In the moment advocacy is dominant, but afterwards when the need for a positive frame 
of mind might not be so oblivious to the facts, a solid interpretation will be essential. 

We organized a mass citywide conference in the middle of the campaign. There were 60 
speakers in 6 plenary sessions and 2 sets of 4 breakout workshop sessions. This 
conference brought together scholars and activists in Chicago, and scholars and activists 
from such Black mayoral cities as Newark, Detroit, Cleveland, and Washington D.C. 
The mix was incredible, and if an argument was going to have legs, then it had to show 
up in this discussion with evidence, logic, and the force of numbers. Ideological clarity 
and the passion of commitment, but also political clarity and organizational plans, were 
in the mix. We produced a four-page newsprint tabloid for citywide distribution as an 
insert in the Chicago Defender newspaper. 50 It was a conference program as well as a 
study guide on Black mayors. The entire Black community was becoming a classroom 
and it was the proper function of a Black Studies research program to write, produce, and 
distribute curriculum materials, and this is what we were trying to do with this conference 
newspaper. 

Discovery 

As part of this process of data collection and constant discussion at all levels and 
magnitudes of the campaign experience, we generated research reports and documentary 
evidence. Our goal was to enhance the democratic process by providing the basis for a 
public analysis, democracy based on solid rigorous scholarship. . 

As part of our media documentation three sets of clips were selected and organized and in 
each instance were reproduced and made available to the community, libraries, and 
educational institutions as well as the campaigns: 

1. Black Power in Chicago: A documentary survey of the 1983 democratic primary 
(325 pages); 

49 This concept comes from Kenneth Clark in his study of Harlem, Dark Ghetto: Dilemmas of Social Power 
(1965). 
50 "1980's/Black People and Politics: A conference on mayoral and presidential elections" (four page 
tabloid); archived in the Vivian Harsh Collection. 
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2. Black Power in Chicago: A documentary survey of the 1983 general election (450 
pages); and 

3. Black Power in Chicago: A documentary survey of the left in 1983 (275 pages). 

The second major form of public documentation was the conference proceedings. This 
became a 600-page manuscript. The first session was also published as a separate 
monograph. We captured the discourse by the community/campaign as well as the 

. discourse about the community/campaign. Based on the information gained about other 
Black mayoral campaigns and administrations, a Peoples College research team (Ron 
Bailey and Doug Gills) produced a draft report to the mayoral Transition Team to help 
guide its decision making. 

Our analysis of this data (documentary evidence) and a monograph-length bibliography 
was published in three articles ('83,51 '84,52 '8653), as well as in book form (1989).54 We 
made four major contributions: 

1. The Black Power Batting Average: This is an empirical measure of the extent to 
which a community is realizing its potential political power by electing in proportion to 
its population. The BPBA is a ratio of per cent of political representation divided by the 
per cent of the voting.:.age population. A 1000 BPBA would be if you have 50% Black 
membership of the city council and African Americans were 50% of the voting-age 
population. But with that same population if there was only 25% Black membership of 
the council then the BPBA would drop to 500. The following chart clearly shows the 
realization of Black Power was leading to the mayoral campaign. 

51 "Black Political Protest and the Mayoral Victory of Harold Washington: Chicago Politics," Radical 
America, vol. 17, no. 6 (1983), pp. 111-127 (with Doug Gills). 
52 "Black Power versus Racism: Harold Washington Becomes Mayor," in The New Black Vote, Rod Bush, 
ed. (1984), (with Doug Gills). 
53 "Mayor Washington's Bid for Re-election - Will the Democrats Party Survive," The Black Scholar, vol. 
17, no. 6 (November-December 1986). 
54 Harold Washington and the Crisis of Black Power in Chicago (1989) (with Doug Gills). 
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Figure 2. Sixty years of Chicago city council elections. 55 
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2. Our study of the campaign revealed a dual leadership structure, one inside the system 
and the other inside the Black community, insiders and outsiders. The following chart 
shows this view in historical sequence. 

INSIDERS 
Government employees, 

elected, appointed, and hired 

INSIDERS 
Steering committee 

/ 
HISTORICAL 
DEVELOPMENT 
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Institutional resources 
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Movement activists 
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Figure 3. Insiders and outsiders: Dual leadership in the campaign to elect Harold Washington.
56 

3. This shows the relative importance of the Task Force for Black Political 
Empowerment in building the campaign, but how it was taken over by the insiders and 
people from outside of the Black community. The following table describes the three key 
groups. 

55 From Alkalimat and Gills, Harold Washington and the Crisis of Black Power in Chicago, p. 131. 
56 From Alkalimat and Gills, Harold Washington and the Crisis of Black Power in Chicago, p. 129. 
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Task Force 

Date formed November 7, 1982 
Membership 93 
Leading figures Robert Starks, Center for Inner City studies - activist 

Conrad Worrill, Center for Inner City studies - activist 
Lu Palmer,Community journalist - activist 

Percent Black 100% 

Purpose 
To help elect Harold Washington by mobilizing Black unity and using militant 
protest tactics 

Steering Committee 

Date formed December 13, 1982 
Membership 62 
Leading figures Bill Berry, former head of the Chicago Urban League 

Warren Bacon, Inland Steel Corp. 
Walter Clark, First Federal Savings and Loan 

Percent Black 71% 

Purpose 
To provide overall policy and planning, and to develop financial and political 
resources for the campaiQn 

Transition Team 

Date formed April 1983 
Membership 90 
Leading figures Bill Berry, former head of the Chicago Urban League 

James O'Connor, Commonwealth Edison 
Norman Ross, First National Bank of Chicago 
Kenneth Glover, South Shore Bank 

Percent Black 39.7% 
To analyze and prepare recommendations for a new mayoral administration: 

Purpose city budget, administrative structure, policy, and key personnel appointments, 
etc. 

Table 5. Leadership organization in the Harold Washington mayoral campaign. 57 

4. And finally we laid bare the anatomical structure of state power in the city of Chicago. 

57 From Alkalimat and Gills, Harold Washington and the Crisis of Black Power in Chicago, p. 133. 
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Faces of state power Date Critical reform action 

Community activists file lawsuit and win liberalization of voter 
registration procedures, so activists can become registrars and 

1. The Voter 1982 
undertake registration at locations such as welfare offices, 
unemployment centers, and in public housing units. As of the 1982 
general election Black surpassed whites in registration (86.7% to 
78.3%) and turnout (55.5% to 54.0%). 

Harold Washington was elected mayor with 50.6% of the votes 
against one opponent. He- got 98% of the Black vote, 74% of the 

2. The Mayor April 1983 Latino vote, and 12% oof the white vote. In the primary he got 36% 
of the total vote against 2 opponents: 79% of the Black vote, 25% of 
the Latino vote, and 2% ofthe white vote. 

Political patronage is eliminated by the Shakman decision, so only 

3. The Bureaucracy June 1983 
400 of 40,000 jobs are directly controlled by Washington on a political 
baSiS, but new hiring policy begins to increase % of minority and 
women city employees. 

Reapportionment of pOlitical boundaries leads to Change and 

April 1986 
increase in Black and Latino city council representation, from an anti-

4. The City Council Washington council (29-21) to a pro-Washington council (25-25 with 
the mayor having the tie breaking vote). 

April 1987 Washington elected to a second term. 

After Washington's reelection and consolidation of firm leadership in 

5. The Party June 1987 
the council, his arch rival E Vrdolyak is forced to resign as 
chairperson of the county Democratic Party,a nd he eventually 
becomes a Republican. 

Table 6. Faces of state power: the Chicago electoral model of political reform. 58 

In the years following we carried the analysis forward in the consideration of 
Washington's successful reelection bid, and the aftennath of his death.59 The main focus 
was the contradiction between consciousness (demobilization of the masses of people in 
their popular movements by placing the emphasis on the debates in the city council) and 
the objective situation (economic crisis that combines the deterioration of inner-city 
communities while simultaneously constructing a thin middle class for each). 

The final major product of analysis was a Ph.D. dissertation by Doug Gills 
(Northwestern, 1994). This research is an analysis of the Task Force for Black Political 
Empowennent. Gills focuses on the dialectical connection between the return to the 
Black community and building a fighting program. As with St. Clair Drake in his 
engaged scholarship in Deep South and Black Metropolis, Gills used his research/activist 
role to collect the necessary data to carefully examine ideology, organization, and 
political tactics of a Black militant coalition in a successful campaign to elect a 
progressive Black mayor. He continues his work on Black and Latino unity in 
community development at the University of Illinois. . 

58 From Alkalimat and Gills, Harold Washington and the Crisis of Black Power in Chicago, p. 142. 
59 "Chicago: Black Power Politics," The Black Scholar, vol. 19, no. 2, (March-April 1988). 
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Deposit of the archives 

One of our strengths has been that from the very beginning we were able to grasp the 
historical importance of our research project. We understood that what we were doing 
was important, but we also knew that this experience would be studied in the future and 
therefore our data and methodology was as important as our final analysis. We tried to 
be scientific, to document every stage of the research so that it might be replicated and 
reexamined. 

We saved everything we could. We had to fight water and fire, rats and relocations, lack 
of space and cohabitation with our less fortunate homeless friends in a reciprocal 
relationship of "sleeping guard in the storage unit." Indeed my family lived with these 
archives, and learned to love and hate them, especially my daughter and nephew, 
although the heroic defender of the archive (really in the spirit of Queen Nzinga) was and 
is my sister. It's only been five decades of this service, but we have to recall the 
experience of the families of Timbuktu who have been protecting their texts over 
centuries to understand the necessity to maintain such a tradition in our families and 
institutions. 

We think this archive is the basis for a virtual reenactment of the experience, and in that 
way, and others, it will be the basis for more research. The project was more than a 
decade in front of the digital revolution in scholarship. All of the material currently 
remains in an analog fonnat. Thus an immediate concern is to develop a digitization 
program for all of these materials. There have been efforts towards this end.6o 

The most important point about the archives is that the Vivian Harsh Collection continues 
to be the most extensive and vibrant collection of material on the African American 
Experience in Chicago.61 Under the direction of Robert Miller and Michael Flug, the 
archival collection development program has taken a major leap especially with the 
recent additions of the papers of John Sengstacke, Tim Black, Ish Flory, Addie Wyatt, 
Cyrus Colter, and Bennet Johnson. They have been supported by a community based 
"Vivian Harsh Society.,,62 

There is a geographical dimension to research collections, making them located either in 
context or not. One example is that the papers of Chicago Congressman William 
Dawson were shipped out of Chicago to Nashville where he went to college. Fisk 
University deserves to share in the research wealth of the community. However, today 
this need not be a zero sum game-they have them so we can't have them. Now 
everybody can have them if we can create a digital archive and share it for free on the 
web as has been done with millions of pages of text. An example of what can be done is 

60 There are least two main projects, both based at the University of Chicago: The Black Metropolis 
Research Consortium http://www.blackmetropolisresearch.org/, and Mapping the Stacks 
http://chronic1e.uchicago.edll/061 0 19/1ibrary-archives.shtml 
61 http://www.chipllblib.orglbranch/details/library/woodson-regionalJp/FeatHarshl 
62 http://www.harshsociety.org/ 
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the online digital library of the collected works of Booker T. Washington at the 
University of Illinois Press. 63 

However, all we have here is the bare outline of our Harold Washington research 
experience. When one sets up an archive it is a call for the community to step forward 
and make the kind of contribution to fill in the blanks, to give it the full mass and diverse 
texture-all the flavors that were the festival of Harold Washington's election are 
needed. We need our collective intelligence. 

Conclusion 

We have tried to do two main things in this article. First, we began the process of 
clarifying the broad outlines of a conceptual framework for the Black intellectual 
tradition as it formed the basis for what emerged in the 1960s as Black Studies. This was 
spelled out as a tri-alectic (not dialectic) from Fanon for altemative substantive concems, 
and a theory-practice dialectic as the driving motion between consciousness and action in 
the cause of social justice. 

Our second goal was to describe our research project on the two elections of Harold 
Washington to become mayor of Chicago. One point that needs clarity here is that we 
are now in the digital age, but in the early 1980s we had not gotten there yet; hence 
digitization was not a vital part of our work. Of course now we would make such work 
fundamental. In fact, now that the physical archive is organized the very next step is to 
plan a digitization program. 

There are many issues that could usefully be researched using methods and style of work 
described in this article. The easiest is the elections that are likely to follow the 2008 
presidential election at the national, state, and local levels. But there are many others. 
Katrina was a major research question that could have been more central to our work in 
Black Studies such as was suggested by a special issue of The Black Scholar. 64 

In fact, it is quite appropriate to call for such research in this age of new politics and 
crises on local and global levels. Ifwe combine Naomi Klein's "shock doctrine" with 
discussions on the front pages of newspapers about the final crises of capitalism, and the 
end of the "consent of the govemed," it is high time that we retumed to the founding 
ethos of Black Studies, and the radical intellectual tradition that is our foundation and on 
which we stand. 

In general we are in the fifth decade of Black Studies and the possibilities are as exciting 
and pregnant as they were in the 1960s, only different. Our methodology is our primary 
base to build the knowledge we need, to train the new scholars we need, and to prove our 

63 http://www.historycooperative.org/btw/ 
64 The Black Scholar, vol. 36, no. 4 (Winter 2006). 
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worth in the halls of scholarship. We await more discussion and expression of consensus 
for general rules of method in Black Studies. 

Figure 4. Images of the author, with archivist Michael Flug, moving the Harold Washington Research 
Project Archive to the Vivian G. Harsh Collection of the Chicago Public Library in 2008, from the author's 
private collection. 
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Appendix: Inventory of the Harold Washington Research 
Project Archive 

This archive was donated by the author to the Vivian G. Harsh Research Collection of 
Afro-American History and Literature, Carter G. Woodson Regional Library, Chicago 
Public Library. 

UIUC LECTURE SERIES 1982-1983 (2 boxes) 
1. promotional material 
2. videotapes of all eight lectures 
3. photos 

MASS MEDIA (20 boxes) 
1. daily clipping file 
2. book of clips on the primary 
3. book of clips on the general election 
4. book of clips from the radical press 

CAMPAIGN (6 boxes) 
1. documents from each mayoral candidate's organization 
2. organizations in the campaign 
3. issues and policy papers 
4. election data 
5. interviews 

CONFERENCE (1 box) 
1. conference newspaper 
2. audio tapes 
3. proceedings (unpublished book) 
4. photos 

ANAL YSIS (1 box) 
1. book by TCB 
2. four articles 
3. draft report to Washington Mayoral Transition Te<;l.m 
4. debate 
5. bibliography (published book) 
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